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"Abundantly informative,
thoroughly up to date, and
useful to students as well as
to specialists."

—Nouvelle Revue Theologique

"One cannot recommend it
highly enough."—Etudes

"I express my admiration
for the impressive
accomplishment."

—CARDINAL PIO LAGHI, Prefect
of the Congregation for Catholic Education

At bookstores or call 1-800-937-5557

CROSSROAD
370 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10017

"Very thorough and reliable... it
speaks to many of the most vital
questions in theology today."

-AVERY DULLES, S.J.

Classical apologetics (the branch
of theology concerned with the
"proofs" for Christianity) has
undergone a "paradigm shift,"
and a new discipline with its own
specific character, object, and
method has been born. The
unifying center of the new funda-
mental theology is "the presence
of God in the history, flesh, and
language of Jesus Christ." Flow-
ing from that central core, this first
ever Dictionary of Fundamental
Theology—consisting of 221
articles under 30 major themes,
written by 93 contributors
representing 15 countries-
addresses the following concerns:
1. Christian revelation, 2. its
credibility, 3. the response of faith,
4. relations with other Christian
communities and other religions,
and 5. the relationship of Chris-
tian revelation to history, philoso-
phy, the sciences, culture, and
language. Includes multiple cross
references and indexes.
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Workhiews I'II!- Classroom
EMBRACING EARTH
Catholic Approaches to Ecology
Albert LaChance and John E. Carroll, editors
Original and seminal contributions from
Richard Rohr, David Ibolen, Paula Gonzalez
and others explore the Christian view of
nature and our place in it.
300pp. $18.95 paper

WORLDVIEWS AND ECOLOGY
Religion, Philosophy
and the Environment
Mary Evelyn Tucker and John A. Grim, editors
Provides an accessible overview of the world's
religions as resources for rethinking humani-
ty's relation to nature. 242pp. S16.95 paper

ECOTHEOLOGY
Voices from South and North
David G. Hallman, editor
Essays explore the Christian attempt to deal
wholistically with our environmental crisis.
300pp. $16.95 paper

FEMINIST THEOLOGY FROM
THE THIRD WORLD
A Reader
Ursula King, editor
Demonstrates the great diversity and depth of
feminist theology in the non-Western world.
425pp. $19.95 paper

CHRISTIAN ETHICS
A Case Method Approach
Second Edition
Robert L. Stivers, Christine E. Gudorf,
Alice Frazer Evans and Robert A. Evans
Immerses students in real-life situations,
encouraging participation, reflection, and
dialogue. 300pp. $16.95 paper

THE GOD OF PEACE
Toward a Theology of Nonviolence
John Dear
Represents the first effort to outline a
systematic theology beginning with the insight
that God is nonviolent. 200pp. $16.95 paper

BEYOND THEOLOGICAL
TOURISM
Mentoring as a Grassroots Approach
to Theological Education
Susan B. Thistlethwaite and
George F. Cairns, editors
Demonstrates an immersion that goes beyond
the limits of traditional programs.
250pp. $19.95 paper

TOWARD A THEOLOGY
OF STRUGGLE
Eleazar Singson Fernandez
Explores the Filipino struggle in theology to
return Christian symbols to the poor.
192pp. $18.95 paper

Orbis
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from Qrbis Books

POLITICAL HOLINESS
\ Spirituality of Liberation
Pedro Casaldaiiga and Jose-Maria Vigil
A prophetic Brazilian bishop and a
Nicaraguan theologian join to produce the
first systematic treatment of the spirituality
of liberation. 275pp. $16.95 paper

DOING THEOLOGY IN CONTEXT
DOING ETHICS IN CONTEXT
John de Gruchy and
Charles Villa-Vicencio, editors
These two introductory-level texts survey the
range of approaches to theology and ethics in
the South African context.
225pp. $18.95 paper

PATHS OF AFRICAN THEOLOGY
Rosino Gibellini, editor
Many of the best-known theologians in Africa
explore the dynamic religious movements tak-
ing shape on the entire continent.
240pp. $18.95 paper

SPIRITUALITY OF
THE THIRD WORLD
A Cry for Life
K. C. Abraham, editor
Third-world theologians discuss how third-world
theology should be decisively shaped by the
spirituality of the marginalized.
240pp. $19.95 paper

ON NAMING THE PRESENT
Reflections on God, Hermeneutlcs,
and Church
David Tracy
Tracy's views on such topics as Catholicism,
the mission of the church, and the plurality of
worldviews and hermeneutics.
225pp. $16.95 paper

THE PRINCIPLE OF MERCY
Taking the Crucified People
from the Cross
Jon Sobrlno
Reflects on the principles of mercy and
solidarity as the mode of Christian witness and
discipleship in a world of conflict and
suffering. 250pp. $16.95 paper

THE SCANDAL OF A
CRUCIFIED WORLD
Perspectives on the Cross and Suffering
Yacob Tesfai, editor
Offers powerful and poignant interpretations of
the meaning of the cross for those of the "two-
thirds" world. 168pp. $16.95 paper

HELLFIRE AND
LIGHTNING RODS
Liberating Science, Technology,
and Religion
Frederick Ferre
"Ferre has succeeded admirably in showing the
link between science, technology and
religion.. ."—JOSEPH BRACKEN, S.J.
216pp. $16.95 Now in paperback!

Books Dept. HZ3, Box 302
Maryknoll, NY 10545-0302
MC/VISA 1-800-258-5838
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from
EERDMANS
INNER WAY
Toward a Rebirth of Eastern Christian Spiritual
Direction

"A convincing presentation for spiritual renewal and
the means to accomplish it through spiritual directors."
— Carnegie Samuel Cottar,
0695-3, paper, $10.99

THE CHURCH IN THE MOVEMENT
OF THE SPIRIT
William R. Barr ft Rena M. Yocom, editon
Faidi and Older series
"This wide-ranging study sccis to be biblical in orienta-
tion and ecumenical in flavor. It could provide a fasci-
nating starting point for working out the unity we
have in Christ. —Michael Green
0554-X, paper, $12.99

SUFFERING AND HOPE
The Biblical Vision and the Human Predicament
New Edition J. Christian! Baker
The Story behind the Rook by Ben C. OHenburger
This compelling study provides a moving, triumphant
answer to one of life's greatest mysteries — the presence
of suffering in God's world. 0722-4, paper, $9.99

FREE TO LOVE
Paul's Defense of Christian Liberty in Galatians
Louvain Theological and fcstoral Monographs
John Buckel
0575-2, paper, $24.99

MAJESTY AND MEEKNESS
A Comparative Study of Contrast and Harmony
in the Concept of Cod
IFACS Studies in a Christian World View series
John B. Carman
"A profound theological work that compares religious
traditions in order to take seriously the challenge they
represent. Carman's methodology brings us to fresh
levels of engagement" — Lamn Sanneh
0693-7, paper, $24.99

JESUS OF NAZARETH: Lord and
C h r i s t : Essays on the Historical Jesus and
New Testament Christolagy
Joal B. Green ft Max Turner, editors
"A rich mine of information for scholars of differing
backgrounds to explore, and from which to garner
nuggets of insight about the person of Christ."
—Verald F. Hmrthome
3750-6, doth, $37.00

LETTERS FROM LAKE COMO
Expfarotions in Technology and the Human Race
Ressoiirccmcnt: Retrieval and Renewal in
Catholic Thought
Romano Guardinl
"An outstanding theologian examines the modem age
in the light of Christian faith.* — Robert A. Kriea
"Reading this simple, beautiful, and challenging book
instaddy moved me to a more radical and passionate
commitment to the soulful life." — ThmatMtm
0108-0, paper,».»

MATTHEW
A Commentary on His Handbook for o Mixed
Church under Persecution, Second Edition
Robert H. Gundry

This second edition includes a new preface as well as
two hundred new endnotcs and an appendix that pro-
vide fresh reflection on die text and highlight GundiVs
own response to recent criticism. 0735-6, paper, $36.99

PARADIGMS IN POLITY
Classic Readings in Reformed and Presbyterian
Church Government
David W. Han ft Joseph H. H a l , editors
The best anthology of the Reformed tradition that I
have seen. It will be useful for students of church his-
tory and church polity and beneficial to officers and
leaders in local cnurcnes." — W.Jack WMmmm
0684-8, paper, $29.99

CHRISTUS PRAESENS
A Reconsideration of Rudolf Bultmann's Christology
James F. Kay
"One of the finest expositions of the thought of the
greatest biblical interpreter of the twentieth century."
— Roy A Harriivillc
0131-5, paper, 14.99

THE FABRIC OF THEOLOGY
A rYofegomenon to Evangelical Theology
Richard lints
"Important for all who are serious about how to do
evangelical theology in the contemporary setting. Lints
combines dear thinking, theological insight, common
sense, and astute cultural analysis."
— George M.Manden
0674-0, paper, $19.99

A CHORUS OF WITNESSES
Model Sermons for Today's Preacher
Thomas G. Long ft Comeiius Planting*, Jr., editors
"A wonderful collection! This is a volume that must be
read and reread, savored and studied, analyzed and
emulated by all who care about good preaching."
— Richard J. Mam
0132-3, paper, $17.99

GOD'S YES WAS LOUDER
THAN MY NO
Rethinking the African American Call to Ministry
William H. Myers
"A thoroughly scholarly yet fascinating investigation of
a long-neglected yet very important subject. A must-
read for persons ui ordained ministry of any kind."
— Henry H. Mitchell
0109-9, paper, $19.99

ON THE FRONTIERS OF GENETICS
AND RELIGION
J. Robert Nelson
"A well-balanced presentation of scientific knowledge
and the cthfcal-rcBgkftu concerns that will flow from
the application of mis knowledge.''

0741-0, paper, $12.99

CALVUMUS SACRAE SCRIPTURAE
PROFESSOR
Cutoff oi Confessor of Holy Scripture
WMam M. Neuter, editor
Documented proceedings, papers presented, and semi-
nar reports from the mosr recent International C
on Calvin. Includes annotated bibliography.
0716-X, papa, $24.99
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The New Century Bible Commentary
PROVERBS
R. Norman Whytaray
0787-9, paper, $19.99

HAGGAI, ZECHARIAH, MALACHI
Paul L Reddrtt

0748-8, paper, $14.99

A WORD FOR ALL SEASONS
Missionary Perspectives, 1960-1992
Leulie Newbigin
This collection of previously unpublished essays, ser-
mons, and addresses by Bishop Lesslie Newbigin puts
forth his developing view of the agenda for Christian
missions from I960 to the present.
0730-5, paper, $14.99

THE IMPACT OF THE
REFORMATION
Heiko A. Oberman
"This new collection is vintage Oberman. The range of
topics is simply immense, from the late Middle Ages to
the present.''— Thomas A. Brad), Jr.
0732-1, paper, $19.99

SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY, Volume 2
Wofflort Pann.nb.rs
"Wolfhart Pannenbcrg has produced the major work in
systematic theology of the last twenty years. No seri-
ous Christian theologian can afford to miss this work."
— David Tracy
3707-7, cloth, $39.99

S I N : Radical Evil in Soul and Society
Ted Peters
"Peters' book tells us wisely and winsomely just about
everything an informed Christian needs to know about
the evil that so satanicaUy bedevils both our cloaked
souls and our naked society." — Lewis B. Smedes
3764-6, cloth, $24.99
0113-7, paper, $14.99

IMAGES OF DISCORD
A Graphic Interpretation of the Opening Decades of
the Bjhty Years' War
Jamei Tanb ft D a r M H o r n
0742-9, paper, $27.50s

THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS TODAY
Jamea C Vander Kam
"Simple, straightforward, and entirely reliable. . . . This
is the best and the most up-to-date introductory work
on the scrolls that I know of." — David Noel Frtedman
0736-4, paper, $12.99

THE LIBERATING SPIRIT
Toward an Hispanic American fentecostat
Social Ethic
EMin Vlllafana
"Should be required reading for anyone interested in
the study of social ethics, Pentecostal theology, or His-
panic American theology.'' — Samsul Solivan
0728-3, paper, $14.99

SINGLENESS OF HEART
Restoring the Divided Soul
aWordWniaim
"An experientially deep yet sophisticated treatment of
the dynamics that constantly hinder a simple and
TO^d«fomard doing ofthi good &«• Goo's sake"y p
TO^d«fomard doing ofthi good &«• Goo's sake."
— Dallas WUlard
0705-4, paper, $9.99

EVER A FRONTIER
The bicentennial History of the Pittsburgh
Theological Seminary
James Arthur Wahher, editor
3723-9, doth, $24.99

THE INTRUSIVE WORD
Preaching to the Unbaptized
William Wllllmon
"WUlimon on preaching is the freshest voice in the
country right now." —Eugene H. Peterson
0706-2, paper, $10.99

The Book of Acts in Its
First Century Setting
Bruce W. Winter, editor

VOLUME I: THE BOOK OF ACTS IN
ITS ANCIENT LITERARY SETTING
Bruce W. Winter ft Andrew D. Clarke, editor.
This work lifts the study of Acts onto a new, much
more contextual plane. . . . A most attractive entree to
a promising series." — Edwin A. Judge
2433-1, doth, $37.50
VOLUME 2: THE BOOK OF ACTS IN
ITS GRAECO-ROMAN SETTING
David W. J. GUI ft Conrad Gempf, editor.
"Outstanding as Jackson and Lake was in its day, this
volume on the Gracco- Roman setting of Acts holds
out the promise of equaling if not surpassing that great
achievement" — Pout Barnett
2434-X, doth, $37.50

CONFLICT AND COMMUNITY
IN CORINTH
A Sodo-Rhetorical Commentary on I & 2 Corinthians
Ben Witherthfton III
Wirhcrington applies an axgctical method informed by
both sociological insights and thetorical analysis to the
study of 1 & 2 Corinthians.
0144-7, paper, $34.99

EZEKIEL I (Chapters 1-12)
Calvin's Old Testament Commentaries
The Rutbirjord House Translation
D. F. Wright, general editor
2468-4, doth, $34.99
0751-8, paper, $24.99

T H E POLIT ICS O F JESUS, Second Edition
John Howard Yoder
This new edition updates Voder's original findings
and is espeejajfy useful for provoking theological and
ethical refections." — Dennis P. McCann
0734-8, paper, $16.99

Eerdmans' ISBN prefix: 0-8028-
Frices subject to change without notice. An V after the
{nice indicates a limited discount.
For more information on these or other Eerdmans tides,
or lor dentls about our voabook examination policy,
contact the Eerdmans "fcobook Department at 1-800-
255-7S2I, or PAX 616-459-OS40 Inr i cop> "four
most recent Academic Catalog.

At your bookstore, or caH SOO-253-7521
FAX 616-459-6540

WM. B. EERDMANS
PUBLISHING CO.

IXTBFFHtSONAVE.S.E./GRAND«AKDS,M1CM torn
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SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY
Roman Catholic Perspective*
Edited by FRANCIS SCHUSSLER
FIORENZA and JOHN P. GALVIN
"For Protestants as well as Roman
Catholics, these volumes are state-of-the-
art systematic theology. Here for the first
time the disciplinary barriers that have
divided the confessions are broken
through, not only in biblical or historical
studies, but in dogmatics itself. Perhaps
only in America could this happen. Now
we can profit from each other in our own
work more than ever before."
-GEORGE A. UNDBECK, Yale University
Two volumes: $42.95 set, $23.95 each, cloth

BETWEEN THE SEXES
Foundations for a Christian
Ethics of Sexuality
LISA SOWLE CAHILL
"Cahill's boob is a welcome contribution
to current discussions of sexual morality."
-JAMES M. GUSTAFSON $9.95 paper

THE DESCENT OF GOD
Divine Suffering in History
and Theology
JOSEPH M. HALLMAN
"Joseph Hallman.. .displays a mastery of
the patristic sources as well as familiarity
with contemporary philosophical
approaches.. ."—CARL A. VOLZ
$12.95 paper

REVELATION
Vision of a lust World
Proclamation Commentaries
ELISABETH SCHUSSLER FIORENZA
Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza charts a new
and provocative course in the interpreta-
tion of the boob of Revelation, opening
to the reader the world of vision of this
powerful New Testament boob. $9.95 paper

TRINITY AND MINISTRY
PETER DRILLING
".. a major and challenging contribution
to our ongoing study of Christian min-
istry."—BERNARD J. COOKE $16.95 paper

AFTER THE ABSOLUTE
The Dialogical Future of
Religious Reflection
LEONARD SWIDLER
A sweeping proposal for recasting theol-
ogy—and all religious reflection—in the
face of our religiously plural world.
$15.95 paper

FAITH'S FREEDOM
A Classic Spirituality for
Contemporary Christians
LUKE T. JOHNSON
"If laying solid and spacious foundations,
raising imaginative and insightful upper
stories, and embellishing the whole with a
clear elegance of expression, is the stuff
of which classics are made, Faith's Free-
dom is certainly in contention."
—Commonweal $9.95 paper

THE DISTANCING OF GOD
The Ambiguity of Symbol in
History and Theology
BERNARD J. COOKE
"This boob will lead to a profitable re-
examination of the spoben or visible
symbols of modem Christianity."
—NouvelleRevue Theologique $25.95 paper

TO PRAY AND TO LOVE
Conversations on Prayer
with the Early Church
ROBERTA C. BONDI
"Drawing on the vast riches of early
monastic writers, Roberta Bondi's
boob on prayer is real, salty,
loving, and wise."
-DON E. SALIERS ^ ^ 0\ ̂
$8.95 paper "°"
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New from
Paulist Press

CHRISTIAN FOUNDATIONS (Revised
Edition), An Introduction to Faith in Our
Time, Kathleen Fischer and Thomas
Hart. A revised edition of a popular
work that offers an engaging, ecumenical
and solidly grounded overview of the
major issues in the Christian life.

Paper $10.95

ROMAN CATHOLIC WORSHIP, Trent to
Today, James F. White. A history of
Roman Catholic worship during the pe-
riod between the Council of Trent and
Vatican II, including a look at the pre-
sent and toward the future, with special
emphasis on church architecture, rites
of passage, devotions and the liturgical
year. Paper $11.95

Available from your local bookstore or
Paulist Press, 997 Macarthur Blvd.
Mahwah, N.J. 07430 201-825-7300

it
it
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ESSENTIAL RESOURCE

HANDBOOK
OF CATHOLIC

THEOLOGY
Edited by WOLFGANG BEINERT

and FRANCIS SCHUSSLER FIORENZA

.,*4iM%^%: '," w

This English-language edition of an essential
new reference work, simultaneously published
in four other languages, features original con-
tributions written by major theologians from the
United States. Everything one needs to know
about Catholic theology is found in this essen-
tial and easy-to-use new handbook that is bib-
lically and historically based, ecumenically
oriented, and completely up-to-date.

Eleven major categories of theology (each a
mini-course unto itself) contain more than 300
entries, and each includes a bibliography spe-
cially prepared by such prominent American
theologians as: Elisabeth Johnson, C.S.J.;
Anthony Godzieba; Anne M. Clifford; Joann
Wolski Conn; Michael Fahey, S.J.; Peter
Fink, S.J.; and Roger Haight, S.J.

Among the more
than 300 entries:

Body of Christ
Church
Cosmology
Ecology
Eucharist
Evil
Historical Jesus
Incarnation
Inspiration
Joy
Liberation and
Redemption
Mission
Prophecy
Purgatory
Tradition

800 pages • Index • Illustrated • $75.00 hardcover

1-800-937-5557

CROSSROAD
370 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10017
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